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Elevate your Breastfeeding Journey with Infantino 

Innovative nursing pillow launches just in time for World Breastfeeding Week 

 

Infantino, the globally recognised brand committed to happy parenting, is thrilled to unveil the 

Elevate Adjustable Nursing Pillow, a truly thoughtful product designed to support mums throughout 

their breastfeeding journey.   

 

    
Cleverly designed to help mums maintain the ideal position for their ever-changing baby, mums 

simply adjust the layered petals to create the perfect angle, for small new-borns, growing infants 

and older babies. With three different height options, mum can lift her little one into the best 

position, that is not only most comfortable and helps create the proper placement for a good latch, 

it also helps reduce the strain on mums neck and back.  

 

Despite being one of the most natural things, many mums will agree that support during 

breastfeeding is vitally important, and this unique nursing pillow does just that and more. The truly 

flexible pillow supports a number of key breastfeeding holds, such as the cradle and cross cradle 

position, the clutch hold, which is ideal for mothers recovering from a C-section, as well as full 

elevation to support upright nursing, great for babies with acid reflux. 

 

The Elevate Adjustable Nursing Pillow is not only an essential part of breastfeeding, but the cover, 

which is machine washable, is in seasonal greys creating the perfect backdrop to create a calm 

breastfeeding experience.   

 

The added bonus, once your feed is complete, you can fold the pillow in half for compact, neat 

storage and travel. 

 

Commenting on this exciting launch, Nivi Bhide, Infantino’s Director of Marketing Europe said:  

 

“We are thrilled to be launching a breastfeeding pillow in the UK, just in time for World 

Breastfeeding Week. We have not only designed something unique; we have created a product that 

truly works, supporting mums throughout the all-important breastfeeding journey.” 


